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OR each sunny hour, a thunder shower;
The blossoming trees 'neath April rain bending;
Yet flowers are growing while storm clouds lower,
And a rainbow at evening marks the storm's ending.

F

For each hour of gladness a whole day of sorrow,
Hopes nipped in the bud by the frost of repining;
Yet a rift in the clouds gives hope that tomorrow
We'll see that, though hidden, God's love still is shining..

J.

Paul Spaeth '17.

"ALL

(Mr. Purdy was awarded the Verkamp Medal.)

men are created equal-endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienable rights-among these, life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness." With these words that sound
the keynote of our Declaration of Independence, Ladies
.and Gentlemen, the negative of this debate can find no fault. It is
universally granted that, co-existent with life itself, there is in every
individual a strict moral right to the necessities and decencies of life.
We agree also with the affirmative, that in the concrete, in thousands
·of cases, this right, like many other rights in this imperfect world of
ours, is in abeyance, that some labor is receiving starvation wages, that
much more is receiving a wage that precludes it from the finer things
in life, that, in short, our present industrial relations are far removed
from the ideal. The foregoing facts we admit, though· we are not as
ready as are the gentlemen of the affirmative to find their explanation
paramountly in the selfishness of capital. Further, that a change in
conditions is necessary for the welfare of the nation no one will gainsay. But that this change should come in the shape of the compulsory legal minimum wage, we of the negative do most flatly and firmly
deny; and we call for the most irrefutable proof from the affirmative,
on whom that burden rests, as is always the case when the system in
possession is threatened by new and untried governmental interference. For ourselves we shall show you that any benefits derivable
from the compulsory legal minimum wage will be more than neutralized by the harm that this measure will do, and that consequently its
enactment would be unjust to capital and to labor alike. We shall
show you how impracticable the measure is in a country like ours.
And, finally, we shall deduce from its injustice and impracticability
the false ethical, economic and political principles upon which the
measure is founded.
Primarily, the proposed legislation is abhorrent from the standpoint of justice. Not only will it eventuate in hardships to all labor
and capital in general, but it will boomerang back upon the very class
for whose particular benefit it is intended-the underpaid.
We are facing a knotty problem today in the vast army of unemployed. There is no surer way of augmenting that army than by
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enacting the minimum wage into our statutes. Its first effect will be
to throw thousands out of employment and to erect a barrier against
all whose earning capacity falls short of the standard demanded by
the fixed wage. For an increased wage the employer will justly demand increased efficiency. There will be a more rigid selection of
applicants and a weeding out of the unskilled, for the same amount
of wealth can be produced by a smaller number of more skilled workers. Employers will be unable, for financial reasons, to retain the
same number of employees under the wage increase, and those affected by the increase, the inefficients, will be let go. These inefficients are composed mainly of three classes; first, the indifferent,
inapt, unskilled and inexperienced; secondly, the feeble and aged;
and thirdly, the host of apprentices. These are the ones that will be
turned out of the sweated industries. There will then be an influx of
inefficients into the open trades, which will result in employment at
a lower wage in this second industry. We will then have conditions
as bad as they were before. But, say you, extend the minimum wage
to the new trade. Again the inefficients will be discharged. And so
on down the industries they will go until they have finally been harried out of every trade and legislated into absolute pauperism and dependence upon the state. And this condition for the very laborers in
whose interest the legislation was made! Granted that labor in the
sweated indu's tries is now undergoing slow starvation. Would quick
starvation be an amelioration of that condition? Would you take
from them the little they have and in return give them nothing?
A practical example of the truth of this condition is offered by
the New York Times of January 23 in its account of a state investigation committee. The article states: "S. G. Rosenbaum, President of
the National Cloak and Suit Co., who fixed a minimum wage of $6
two years ago to apply in his concern, admitted that when the change
was made it was necessary to discharge less competent girls. This
statement brought out the question that has frequently been asked at
the hearings of the commission, and never answered, as to what becomes of the employees who are dismissed. Mr. Rosenbaum said he
did not know what became of them , and the social workers m his
factory did not know either, so far as his information went."
And now let us consider the effects of a compulsory minimum
wage on the labor that would be retained in the sweated industries.
Primarily, since the number of workers will be smaller, the amount
of each man's labor will be increased. The rise in wages would prob-
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ably be inconsiderable since the efficiency of these laborers before the
minimum wage took effect was relatively high and demanded a relatively high return. In exchange for a nominal increase in wages then,
the laborer will have to do appreciably more work or have his working day materially lengthened. This, however, will be the least of his
troubles. Under a minimum wage law an employer would discharge
all legal responsibility by paying the minimum wage. The commission would have reported that the sum fixed by the law is sufficient
to insure a living and a reasonable amount of comfort. There will be
no question as to the ability of the worker to live decently on such a
wage, for that will have been studied out and determined before the
enactment of the law. It is not far fetched to suppose then that the
employer, in order to make up for the loss in raising to the minimum
wages that were below it, will reduce to the minimum at least some
of the wages that were above it. In such a case the employer would
be within his rights and legally unassailable. Thus the minimum
wage will tend to become the maximum. And the applicability of
the tendency is observable from experience. The wage scales of the
labor unions are minimum wages. Who of us ever heard of an employer paying his employes a wage greater than that demanded by
the scale? President Wilson gave a forceful view of this phase of
the question, when in a pre-election speech, he said: "If a minimum
wage were established by law, the great majority of employers would
take occasion to bring their wage scale as near as might be down to
the level of the minimum; and it would be very awkward for the
working man to resist that process successfully, because it would be
dangerous to strike against the authority of the federal government."
It is idle for the opposition to deny this hurtful tendency or to
conjecture other ways by which the employer would retain his labor
and keep his wages up. Such conjectures give you the ideal state of
affairs. They picture things as they ought to be. But they fail ut~
terly to take human nature into account. The legislation will be applied to men and not to economic laws, and we cannot but foresee
that employers will resort to the easiest and most obvious way of reimbursing themselves. In this opinion we are borne out by men who
have had practical experience in all labor questions, and whose views
are certainly deserving of more consideration than those of mere enthusiastic theorizers. Samuel Gompers, President of A. F . of L., says:
"I recognize the danger of such a proposition. The minimum wage
would become the maximum from which we should find it necessary
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to depart." And besides Mr. Gompers almost the whole of organized
labor is opposed to the measure.
To labor then, a minimum wage promises not benefit, but detriment. And what of capital? It, too, demands consideration, for it is
the primary source of all industrial activity.
Capital, as well as labor, must have a living wage. A compulsory
minimum wage, because it destroys profits or turns profits into losses,
will tend to drive employers out of business. If the living wage cannot be obtained in one industry, capital will be turned to another or
withdrawn from risk altogether. Returns are rarely stable and assured, and many employers are so near the restrictive limit of profit
that any additional expense would drive them from the field of industry. The small fry will be eliminated and the business of the country
will fall into the power of the big trusts and corporations.
The unsettled condition of finance will result in timidity in investments. That there will be an unsc:;ttled condition is obvious. A
great part of labor will be unemployed, the remainder will be reduced
in wages and more industrial legislation must inevitably follow the
first step. Increased prices, made necessary by increased cost of production, will result in a diminished demand, and there will be an
enormous supply of incompetent labor with little or no demand. In
the face of such a disarrangement of commerce and industry, labor
and trade, all inducements to enterprise will be withdrawn. Even an
investment in government bonds will be a more promising offer than
an industry.
If these are inevitable results of minimum wage legislation, can
we intelligently favor such legislation? Of course there are some
few benefits attendant upon a minimum wage. It is an ill wind that
blows nobody good. The good in this case will be obtained at too
great a cost. If a swimming instructor throws a dozen inexperienced
people into deep water, three or four of them will learn to swim.
Eight or nine will drown. In a consideration of the proposed measure
we might do well to recall the poet's inference that it is better to
"Bear the ills we have
Than fly to others that we wot not of,"
except that we do know the evils that will result and cannot plead a
possible betterment of conditions. The legislators of America must
reject the minimum wage.
CHARLES H. PURDY '15.

1bmt a:tth 11nnu.

I

DREAMED,
And wafted was to regions drear and gloom,
Where all was strife, yet all was strangely still.
Discordance contradicted calm.
And such a calm!
It grieved the inmost soul and well-nigh stifled it.
And there were ghosts,
And fear and evil things,
And all manner of hideousness
Which did the senses mock.
And I bespoke a being at my side,
More whom I felt than saw,
"What place is this?"
But Oh! the misery in the shriek'd reply!
"This is sin!"
I dreamed again,
And wafted was again,
But now to regions all unlike l>efore.
Now all was light: and not alone without.
Within, a great ecstatic joy o'erwhelmed my soul.
Seraphic ecstasies
Held me in their spell.
I felt a strange unearthly lightness,
And, borne aloft,
Seemed carried to the very foot of God.
Again my question did I put
Unto a beauteous breath a-waiting at my side;
"What place is this?"
It, in silv'ry accents full of all content,
Made answer,
"This is grace."
Charles H. Purdy '15.

A

S one ev'ning at devotion I was telling o'er my beads,
And alas, as often happens, though the least of my misdeeds,
I was nodding, dully nodding, from the labor of the day,
And my thoughts were roaming widely though my lips still
seemed to pray,

Of a sudden to my vision came a sight both new and strange;
Wondrous spirits, small and tiny, seemed the realm of sky to range;
And each spirit shining brightly seemed a counterpart to be
Of its neighbor swinging lightly through that brilliant, boundless sea.
Long I marveled, keenly conscious,-all my Aves said by roteOf a diff'rence slight and fleeting, of a diff'rence hard to note;
For the rising little beings in divisions numbering three
Were divided, but so faintly that the change I scarce could see.
Some with glowing light surrounded shed an atmosphere so bright,
That its cheerful radiations seemed to sparkle with delight,
And its golden beams extended twinkled forth a joy serene,
Like the blessed joy of heaven, like the joy of heaven's Queen.
Some about them spread a radiance strangely sweet but sad subdued,
Like a sorrow long passed over, but whose memory renewed
Brings a comfort and a solace, brings a surcease, a relief
To the mind with wounded feelings, to the heart bowed down with
grief.
And the others, intermingled, with a luster white and clear
Filled the heavens with their glory, filled the heavens far and near;
And their dazzling sweet effulgence seemed to fill the universe,
And their dancing exultations mortal strength could not disperse.
Was it just an idle vision that had held my thoughts so long?
No; those varied little beings in an ever-rising throng
Shadowed forth the mystic meaning of the triple mystery,} oy and sorrow and the glory of the Blessed Rosary.
Henry F. Kenkel '15.

B4tn ilrrams Olnmt mrur.
DREAM is a very ordinary thing, and like many ordinary
things is hard to explain. We see grass going into a cow
and becoming beef, and the same kind of grass going into
the sheep to become mutton,-a very ordinary occurrence,but we cannot explain the process. We all have dreams, yet, while
we may speculate and theorize concerning their cause, we cannot say
with certainty of what they are the effect. That they are for some
purpose we can hardly deny; since we must hold that everything in
the universe exists for some end. What this end or purpose is, again
we cannot with certainty say.
The modern age is mostly concerned with investigating the
cause, but in the olden times it was the meaning and purpose of
dreams that men mostly endeavored to discover. We have many examples of this tendency in the ancient classics and in the Bible. Because of the famous case of the "Seven Years of Plenty and the
Seven Years of Famine," that great theologian of the Church, St.
Thomas, holds that as dreams foretold the future in the past there is
no reason to believe that they do not do so now,-the great difficulty
in the matter, now as then, is to discover the hidden meaning,-to
give the correct interpretation.
I agree with St. Thomas in his stand on the matter and the following narrative will explain why.
My brother and I were in partnership. Our business consisted
of a grocery and saloon. We occupied the ground floor of a corner
building, with four rooms upstairs to accommodate two sisters and a
younger brother who were staying with us. Across the street lived
my father and mother, who had been in this country scarcely three
years, having before that time dwelt in a little village beside the
Rhine. But when all their children left to seek a home and fortune
in the land of promise they too had crossed the waters to pass their
last years midst the solace of their offspring. They had been in this
country about a year and a half when what I am about to relate occurred.
It was agreed between my brother and myself that one afternoon
he should lie down for a few hours and the next afternoon I should
take my rest. The one that slept in the afternoon had to close up
that night. Thus it happened one day in the early Spring of 1892
that it was my afternoon off; but, as is generally. the case, when I had
a chance to sleep I was not sleepy. However, as business was dull in
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the afternoon and could easily be tended to by my brother and the
clerk, I crossed the street for a little chat with the old people, as I
<>ften did when slumber would not come.
I had been talking for about half an hour when gradually the
warm room began to have its effect and I commenced to doze. My
head kept sinking lower and lower and finally I slept, and there sitting on a chair I had this dream.
It seemed to me that there was great excitement in the house
and the sound of weeping, and I sat upon a chair and mourned with
the rest and felt very sad. Then the noise and the wailing seemed
gradually to center around me and I raised my eyes and saw my
mother and sisters and brothers standing about me in a circle crying
and praying, but I remained helplessly seated, unable to move.
Then I awoke. I related the dream to my parents and the rest of
the family, and they laughed over it and made conjectures as to what
the strange fact that they had all gathered about me might mean.
But what impressed me most strongly was that in that circle I had
not seen the face of my father.
Eight days passed. I had returned from market and my father
had helped me in carrying my purchases from the wagon to the store.
Horse and wagon had been put in the stable and we had finished our
lunch, when about ten o'clock my father began to complain that he
was not feeling. well. I suggested that we call the doctor. "No," he
answered, "the doctor isn't home; I saw him drive away some time
ago." After this he made no more complaints and we thought his
illness would pass away. He and mother went over to their rooms
and the rest of us were busied in the store.
About eleven o'clock mother came over and said that father was
feeling worse and that he thought a little liquor might relieve him.
I at once went over to him with the stimulant and mother went back
into the kitchen to see my two sisters. When I entered the rooms
across the street my father was standing up supporting himself
against the table and looking extremely ill. I gave him the liquor
and he drank it.
"Does it help any?" I asked after a little while.
"No," he answered, and began to walk up and down the room.
"I've got a terrible pain here," and he indicated his chest pressing it
with his hand.
Then after a few more turns up and down the room he m1'ttered:
"I feel as though I'm going to faint."
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Growing rather alarmed, I drew a chair out to the middle of the
room and bade him sit on it till I could send some one for a doctor.
But even as I spoke he tottered, his head went up and back and he
would have fallen had I not caught him in my arms. Unable to bear
his weight under the sudden shock, I sank into the chair I had placed
for him and called for help.
My cries brought in the people from the neighboring rooms.
They ran across the street and called my mother and brothers and
sisters, and the two rooms were soon filled with people. In the excitement that followed someone ran for a doctor, while another with
deeper insight went for a priest. All this time I held my father in
my arms and thought that he had fainted. My mother and sisters
came with water and towels and bathed his head and sought to revive him; but he showed no signs of life. His legs had stiffened and
he lay a dead weight on my knees. The people were beginning to
cry and to pray when the doctor arrived. His practiced eye saw at
once what had happened, and he spent no useless time in efforts at
resuscitation. Approaching my father he grasped his arm and rolled
back the sleeve of his shirt almost to the shoulder. Taking a needlelike instrument he pierced the bared arm above the elbow. The experiment only verified his fears and he announced at once that my
father had died of heart failure.
Then the noise which had quieted broke out anew. My mother
and sisters and brothers gathered about me, crying and praying, and
I remained helplessly seated, stunned, unable to move, still holding
my father's body in my arms.
HENRY F . KENKEL '15.

(A fortune was found in his hovel.-N ews Item.)

T

E bloom of his youth has left him
And the light of his eyes is dimmed;
nd the eyes themselves are sunken,
By circles of blackness rimmed.

His brow is wrinkled with labor spent
In his quest for gold and more ;
And his boneless gums by bloodless lips
Are hidden and covered o'er.
.His frame is squalid, wracked and bent
And the rags that cover his clay,
Like dead leaves hang on his living corpse.
Yet he struggles day by day,
And longs for the touch of a Midas,
And prays for the strength of a Jove;
His brain is reeking with dimes and cents,
His heart squeezed dry of love.
He knows not the touch of a gentle hand,
He wants not the love of a friend.
He has naught in the world save lucre,Gold that he cannot spend.
And he dies in his fetid hovelDies like a rat in his hole"Does it profit a man if he gain the world
And suffer the loss of his soul."
John S. Hogan '17.

(Awarded first place in the Junior Literary Debate.)

T is commonly admitted that the "Monroe Doctrine" is founded
upon the law of self-preservation ;-the right of preserving our
own life against every danger from without. This fundamental
principle supposes further the right to increase and perfect tha~ life
by every lawful means within our power. But this law must not encroach upon the rights of sovereignty and independence of other nations, because they, too, possess the same right of self-preservation
and lawful development. The republics south of our border are free
and independent states. They have, therefore, full jurisdiction over
every foot of their territory, and as free and independent states they
have a right to dispose of that territory as they see fit. Such right
must be granted them upon the principle of self-preservation.
Suppose one of these free republics south of us should deem it
necessary for its own preservation and lawful increase to sell a portion of its territory to a European power. What would we do under
the "Monroe Doctrine?" What would we be obliged to do? The
"Monroe Doctrine" would forbid any power to gain a foothold on
this hemisphere by colonization, conquest, purchase or in any other
manner whatever. The "Monroe Doctrine" would oblige us to step
in and prevent such transfer of territory. This is what we would do,this is what we would be obliged to do. But by what right or principle could we justify such conduct? By this right of self-preservation and lawful increase upon which is founded the "Monroe Doctrine?" Suppose the transfer in question were the southern spur of
the Argentine Republic. It is many thousand miles away from our
southern border. How could the transfer of such a spur endanger
our self-preservation and lawful increase? If a next door neighbor
chose to give his lot and house to another party, could we rightfully
step in and for bid him? And again, if a friend living in San Francisco should split his house and lot with another party, could we prevent him from doing this? Vv ould you not call this insanity? Yet
the "Monroe Doctrine" is an insanity of the same species.
This doctrine in its character is rather preventative than curative.
For does it not assert that this continent is not to be considered a
subject for future colonization by any European power, and that any
attempted act of such colonization by these powers would be looked
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upon as a manifestation of an unfriendly disposition toward the
United States? The bold truth is that the "Monroe Doctrine is not
founded upon the principle of self-preservation and lawful increase.
It is founded upon the principle that might is right. And how long
will such a principle last? So long as we have strength to enforce it
and no longer. The powers of Europe and Asia will keep out of this
hemisphere as long as we are able to keep them out, and no longer.
What benefit would the "Monroe Doctrine" be to this nation and
hemisphere of ours if we should once slip and fall into the mire?
Would it then stretch forth a helping hand? No I What a pitiable
sight we would be, indeed, shouting to the world, "America for Americans," while the vultures of Europe and Asia were feeding upon us.
Then the "Doctrine" would be violated and we would have no definite
principle upon which to act. Why not then do away with this antiquated policy and act as we see fit whenever a disturbance arises?
What would be the result of an attempted action on the part of a
European power to settle on this continent? We would lie writhing
in the quagmire of international arbitration, for the principles enunciated in this code have not been accepted as public law by other
nations.
The Monroe Doctrine has been very disadvantageous for South
America. Look at the state of education, science and knowledge in
Spanish America. Monroism has made these entirely impossible, for
it has permitted the devastation of that continent with blood and pillage, and these arts and sciences come only with peace. What of their
governments? They are illegally constituted. Despotism, dictatorship and anarchy are their chief tenets. In a word, it has condemned
to self-government a people who are wholly incapable of it. Most of
them are nothing more than barbarians. They are entirely unable to
protect the lives and property of residents. The good people are always at the mercy of bandits, and the "Monroe Doctrine'' has encouraged the latter to outrage all the amenities of civilization. For, if any
foreign power would try to put an end to their slaughter, these despicable scoundrels would appeal to us under the "Monroe Doctrine"
to ward off what they would call an impending danger. For example,
look at the present crisis in Mexico. The United States will not intervene there, not permit intervention from without, and would European intervention be dangerous? On the contrary, a veil of peacefulness would settle over the continent, never to rise again. But we-
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we truly are the tools of semi-barbarous nations. These colonies of
South and Central America are abounding in rich mineral and agricultural resources, but 1o-they are entirely undeveloped. Railroads,
industry and commerce are mostly unknown. Vast sections of the
Latin American colonies are no further advanced in civilization than
when Columbus discovered America. What is the cause? Continual
strife makes them impossible, and intervention by foreign powers,
which is the only way of preventing the continual bloodshed in Latin
America, is prohibited under the "Monroe Doctrine."
The "Monroe Doctrine" has been disadvantageous for the United
States inasmuch as she has assumed herself to be the protector of the
Western Hemisphere, thereby taking all responsibility, and for what.
To be laughed to derision by these Latin American colonies, for we
are considered hypocrites when we claim to have established our
"Monroe Doctrine" for the benefit of all the people of the Western
Hemisphere. We strut about on this con~inent like a mighty bully
with a chip upon his shoulder, the self-constituted guardian of the
little republics about us, while these very republics conspire amongst
themselves to get such a hold on us as to bring us to the ground.
Then again, the "Monroe Doctrine" has not increased our trade.
Reference to trade statistics shows that there is a balance against us
of hundreds of millions of dollars.
In a heated debate upon this subject, James K . Polk, member
from Tennessee, declared: "When the message of the late President
of the United States was communicated to Congress in 1823, it was
viewed as it should have been, as the mere expression of opinion of
the Executive, submitted to the consideration and deliberation of Congress and designed probably to produce an effect upon the councils of
the Holy Alliance in relation to their supposed intention to interfere
in the war between Spain and her former colonies. That effect it probably had an agency in producing, and if so, it has performed its office.
But the President had no power to bind the nation by such a pledge."
His view is perfect. Then, I ask, what right has any nation to assume
with reference to independent states, for whose conduct it acknowledges no responsibility, that its interests are involved in whatever
may happen to them simply because they are in the same hemisphere?
Let us now see how the "Monroe Doctrine" is supported by facts
-the real situation which confronts us. Has it anything, and should
it have anything to do with British North America? I ask our worthy
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opponents, is Canada to be included in the "Monroe Doctrine," or is
it not? If it is not to be included, then does the "Monroe Doctrine"
fail of its purpose. ·For the purpose of the "Monroe Doctrine" is selfdefence. Now suppose that a powerful foreign nation were to evade
the British fleet and overrun the planes of Canada, may they not
prove a menace to the peace and integrity of the United States? If,
on the other hand, Canada is to be included in the "Monroe Doctrine"
and we should take it upon ourselves to repel the invaders of Canada,
then indeed would we become the mere vassals of England's colonial
police to safeguard the British power on this continent-that power
which was rejected by our fore-fatl;iers a century and a half ago.
The future of South America will be the same as the past, for instance,-San Domingo, Haiti, Central America, Columbia and Venezuela. The doctrine here, as elsewhere, is immoral, a bar to civilization, a disgrace to the United States government, a refuge and protection for military despots, an outrage on the civilized foreigners residing there and a grave menace to our national peace, in that, as the
champion of these bandit chiefs, we are liable to become involved in
a war with the civilized world.
Again, it will require a larger army and navy; for in no other
way can the "Monroe Doctrine" be made effective. The argument
that the security and welfare of the United States would be endangered if the doctrine were abandoned is unsound, for even if colonization were to take place in South America, the interests of the United
States would not be unfavorably effected. It would bring us into
closer relation with the different powers, thereby increasing our
wealth, eudcation and science. Our real power would be as great and
our resources would not be less. Besides this the vested interests of
England and Germany in these countries are vast, while ours are
small. It is estimated that there are fifteen hundred millions of British
capital invested in Argentine, three times as much as we have in
Mexico. In the year 1902 twenty-four thousand three hundred and
thirteen foreign ships entered and cleared from the ports of Argentine
of which only three hundred were American. Then again, the idea
that a South American colony would be dangerous is absurd when
the proximity and resources of Canada are considered. To what a
pitiable pass has the subtle statesmanship of theorists brought us!
The "Monroe Doctrine" indeed!
EARL WESTERFIELD '18.
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HOU princely monarch, royal, free!
Master of life, thou hast no care,
Nor sovereign task thy time to share;
No intrigue dread is known to thee.

A crown thy sunny brow would scorn,
A kingly sceptre thou wouldst shun;
And robes in gold and silver spun
Thy sturdy frame would ne'er adorn.
What though thou be in tatters clad;
Courtiers, I trow, would gladly part
With gew-gaws for thine honest heart.
Rule on, thou bonnie, barefoot lad !
Thomas A. Gallagher '17.

Slary~.a

ilarb.a nf !\unu.

(May Verse from Avondale.)

llthitutnry.
0 Queen, with every fleeting day,
Since first thy glory blessed man's eyes
With glow more pure than summer skies,
Thy praise has thronged the heavenly way.
No Master's brush, nor sculptor's hand
But sought by etched or chiseled face,
To show the world thy heaven~sent grace,
Awakening love in ev'ry land.
The sweetest note, the soft.est strain,
That e'er the harpist's touch awoke
Was striving but thy name to invoke;
And in men's hearts it found refrain.
The poet in his lofty flight
Ne'er reached the heights of joy divine,
Until, borne on by heaven's design,
He penned his scroll for thy blest sight.
Thus artist, bard and minstrel, each
In their diverging spheres and ways,
Procure to thee united praise,
And thy attention they beseech.
Thy patience also we entreat,
As at thy shrine this sheaf we lay
Of wildest blossoms of the May
Thy stainless sword-pierced heart to g'reet.
0 Mary, turn not from this gift,
For crude and artless though it be,
We tender it, our meed to thee,
Toward whom our hearts must ever drift.
JOSEPH WELPL Y.

fllllarg Jmmumlate.
Plucked from the beautiful garden of God,
Planted in lowly Nazareth's sod;
Warmed by the rays of increate Sun,
Mother Immaculate ! Spotless One I
Chosen by God before Cherubim Choir,
Daughter of Eve, but dearer, nigher
God and His Christ than heavenly host;
Mother divine ! Whom He loveth most.
JOHN REARDON.

fllllnt1}er auh &nu.
There was a Maid in Nazareth,
A Maiden sweet and sweetly fair.
And she was foll of gladness, for
She watched Her Baby sleeping there.
There was a Maid on Calvary,
A maiden Mother undefiled.
But she was full of sorrow, for
She watched the death pangs of her Child.
0 Mary, Maid of Nazareth,
And Mary, Maid of Calvary,
As joy and sorrow Thou didst share
With Thy dear Child, so do with me.
JOSEPH McCARTHY.

Au.xtlbun Q!lyristtaunrum.
Dimmed was the light, dark fell the night
Like a cloud :
Deep in the wood a lost pilgrim stood
Strayed from the path to his home:
Long had he strayed; scarce had he prayed
To his God.
A Mother's love glowed from above
And lighted his pathway afar,
She beckoned and smiled and guided her child
Through the wood and the dark to the day.
Mother ! I stand in need of a hand
As a guide.
In this wood of life, darkened with strife
I wander alone througlt the night;
The paths I tread in deeping dread
Lest I fall.
0 Mother! Bend low and light with the glow
Of thy love my faltering step !
Point out the way to eternal day,
fo thy Christ Who is all to all!
J. O'DONNELL .

.1Jlllystital llnst.
0 beauteous flower, culled from heavenly stem,
And wafted earthward, here to bloom in grace I
No humble wayworn heart dost Thou condemn,
Thou sinless solace of a sinful race.
No thorns about Thee cling, Thou needst them not.
Thy sacred, virgin beauty doth suffice;
The world, with Thine inspiring sweetness fraught,
Stands. awed, and honors thee in Paradise.
Oh grant us but one fleeting glimpse of Thee,
One fragrant breath, 0 Rose of Mystery.
JOSEPH WELPL Y.

ill!lntqtr ilim.
0 Mother I I come
On bended knee
To give a small
Token to Thee.
The roses thou hold'st
The stars outshine;
Yet wilt thou take
These flowers <Jf mine.
W. BARRS.

ill!lntqtr ilint.
No song was e'er composed,
That in its verse enclosed
Fit thought of Thee, 0 Mother Pure.
No bard by fancy fed,
No tongue hath ever said
Thy wondrous beauty, Mother Pure.
EDWARD GILLIGAN.

The first word ever spoken
By Thy sweet, holy Child,
Was Thy dear name, 0 Mother;
And as He spoke, He smiled.
And may Thy name, dear Mother,
When grim death comes for me,
Be my last word-then smiling,
Mother, I'll come to Thee.
EDWARD SUDHOFF.
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THE EFFICIENCY ENGINEER.
American industries are adding a new member to their staffs.
He is the efficiency engineer. He applies scientific methods to business and industry. He studies production process, and as a result
conserves the energy of both man and machine. He divides labor
more carefully and arranges work more systematically. The result
is maximum profit to both employer and employe. Efficiency engineering for industries is a science just emerging from the folds ·of
empiricism, but it produces results. And if it is beneficial in one instance, why may it not be so in another? How about a little personal
efficiency engineering? Why not try to conserve our own energy?it is limited, and therefore will require no mean effort to 111ake its
every impulse tell in a constructive action. And how about systemization of work, and a study of our productive power?-it would be
quite possible that we might discover a leakage, which, being checked
might be turned into the channels of utility. Perhaps, there is more
practical value in efficiency engineering than we think of.
A. R. VONDERAHE '16.
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"BIG SIX"-GENTLEMEN.
Ever since the season opened the big question in baseball circles
has been-not whether the Braves could repeat, nor whether Connie
Mack would canter home with a five-figure infield-but whether
Matty is through. Up to date he has been off his form. Time will
tell whether he has gone back to stay. One thing is sure: when Bix
Six bids goodby to the national pastime the American people will
send their regrets and Godspeed after him. All in all, he is the greatest man the game has known. Like men whose lot was cast in graver
spheres he loomed too large to be any one city's idol. He has been
deservedly a people's favorite. His popularity is due not to his wonderful prowess, though it was based on it to a great extent. The
playing personnel of the National League some fifteen years ago has
been recalled lately in the eulogies printed on the death of Tim the
Great. They needed a man like Hurst to handle them. Big men they
were in many ways, grand ball players, generous, great-hearted, primitive fighters, rollicking "good fellows." But their after-story often
makes sad reading. Into this good-humored, scrappy, free spending
crowd came in the spring of 1900, one Christopher Mathewson. He
was a college man, clean, quiet, a "shark" at checkers. He signed up
with the Giants while Mike Donlin was in his prime and John McGraw was still "Muggsy." He had principles and he meant to stick
to them-and he could pitch; even those fence-busters of the caveman era were helpless before his fade-away. His power to outguess
a batter was uncanny; he used his head always; he husbanded his
energy. For fourteen years stars have fl.ashed and faded, but Matty's
brilliance never dimmed. And during those fourteen years a change
has come in the character of ball players. Today the national game
is a profession that any man may engage in with honor and credit.
Each year sees more college and university men on its roster. The
loud-mouthed, drinking bully is taboo. The gentleman is in demand.
Frank Chance, Addie Joss, Jack Barry, Eddie Collins, Frank Baker,
Ed Ruehlbach, Claude Hendrix, Jack Murray are some of the college
stars who followed the trail blazed by Mathewson. The Czar of baseball, Ban Johnson, has been the greatest factor in the uplift of the
game. But his labors were made more easy and more productive by
the fact that the life of the premier pitcher of all times proved to big
league tyros that they could be gentlemen even on the diamond. His
ability commanded respect; his life encouraged imitation. All in all,
we say again, he is the greatest man the game has known.
CHARLES H. PURDY '15.
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The Annual Alumni Banquet is a thing of the past. On the evening of April 21, the members assembled in the parlors of the Business
Men's Club, and at "/ P. M. class by class they strolled up the marble
stairs to · the main dining hall. From the moment they entered the
portals they realized that there was an entirely new order of things in
evidence. The excellent taste of the Committee on Arrangements
was revealed in the mural adornments. The menu left nothing epicurean to be desired. But it takes more than beautiful decorations and
a well chosen menu to constitute a successful banquet. Scarcely had
Grace been said by the Rev. Fr. Rector and the address by the President spoken than a song was forthcoming-"St. Xavier for Aye." A
little timidly at first but as the members caught the melody it swelled
into a loud well rendered hymn of praise to Alma Mater. Dr. Juett:ner presiding at the piano soon found himself directing the hundred
and twenty voices in song. The Genii of Good Cheer and Enthusiasm
had been liberated from their prison in the bottle. The speakers dis.
regarded the rules custom has ordained for such occasions. What
they had to say was brief and to the point, teeming with loyalty to the
college, and their reception by the members proved that their words
had struck a responsive chord. Rev. Wm. Clark drew an entirely new
picture of the loyalty of "Our Alumni." Mr. Clem. Barnhorn told
what the college meant to him as a youth trying to ascend the first
steps of the ladder of success. Elmer Conway in his speech on the
"Diamond Jubilee" and Mr. John Mt,trphy in "A gift to those who
come aJ ter us" left nothing to be desired in the sincerity of the sentiments they expressed. The ambition of the Rev. Moderator had been
fulfilled-the Alumni's tribute in attendance had been well paid. The
only regret was that His Grace the Archbishop was unable to be present. The festivities lasted till eleven and the members departed with
another cherished happening to be tucked away in the treasure vaults
of Memory.
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Combat from time immemorial has had a tendency to rejuvenate.
If such is really the case, there were many members who little felt the
weight of their years after the quarterly meeting of June 2. The subject of the amendment to the constitution regarding eligibility to
membership was up before the house for its · second and final consideration. The purpose of the amendment was to provide for the admittance of the graduates of the Night Courses. At an early hour it
was evident that a battle royal was to take place. Men who have seldom allowed themselves the luxury of speech in public soon discovered that the habits contracted long ago in the Philopedian Society
had got beyond restraint. They had to speak-and they spoke well.
The hour at which social session usually engrossed the attention of
the members came and went unnoticed. Warmer and warmer became
the discussion. A long protracted gerrymander finally ended in a vote
being called for and the measure failed. Just at the time when adjournment seemed certain and the motion finally disposed of, the
original author of the measure by some rapid penmanship re-introduced the bill. As a result, the matter will again be brought up at the
next meeting.
The annual reception to the graduates will take place at the
Academy building in Avondale at 8 P. M. on the evening of June 23,
1915. The Executive Committee has made all the arrangements necessary and an evening of the greatest pleasure is sure to ensue.
The financial condition of the society at the present time is the
best that it has been in many years. At an early meeting of the Executive Committee, a complete auditing of the books and a change
in the manner of keeping them was decided on. As a result, the necessary equipment has been purchased and the correction of the files is
now well under way. The task of ascertaining the proper addresses.
of all the Alumni has proved the hardest encountered in the work so
far. The loss due to duplication in sending out announcements will
eventually cease and the long known complaint that all do not get the
invitations of the associat.ion will be properly attended to. At the rate
the work is progressing, in a few months it will not be polite sarcasm
to congratulate the Financial Secretary on his easy position.
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On Wednesday, June 30, Messrs. William J. Ryan, S. J., William
H. Fitzgerald, S. J., and Henry A. Brockman, S. J., will be ordained
priests in St. Xavier Church, St. Louis, Mo. They entered the Society
of Jesus from St. Xavier College in the summer of 1900. Fr. Fitzgerald will sing his first solemn Mass in Covington Cathedral Sunday,
July 4. On the same day Fr. Brockman will officiate in Cincinnati.
Fr. Ryan will say his first Mass in the Immaculata, Newport, Sunday,
July 11. With them will be ordained Messrs. John Bankstahl, S. J.,
Alphonse M. Schwitalla, S. J., and Bernard A. Foote, S. J., whose
names are still in benediction at St. Xavier. And over in Old Spain,
on July 30, Mr. Aloysius C. Kemper, S. J., whom many of our young
Alumni still hold in affectionate remembrance, will be ordained priest.
He will say his first Mass on the feast of St. Ignatius. Ad multos
annos.
H. CARROL, M. D.

•
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Public Debate.-On the evening of May 5th, the Philopedian Society held its annual public prize debate for the Verkamp medal. The
subject discussed was "That in the field of the sweated industries a
compulsory minimum wage should be fixed by law in the United
States, constitutionality waived."
Messrs. Lawrence Steltenpohl '16, Raymond McCoy '17, and
Albert Cash '16 defended the affirmative side of the question. They
were opposed by Messrs. Charles Purdy '15, Henry Kenkel '15, and
Thomas Dillon '15. Mr. Walter Vester '15, Recording Secretary, pre-·
sided as chairman.
The judges. were Hon. Stanley E. Bowdle, Mr. W. W. Brown,
Hon. Otway J. Cosgrave, Mr. B. B. Nelson, and Hon. Henry T. Hunt.
The decision for the debate was given in favor of the Negative and
the gold medal for the best oration was awarded to Charles Purdy.
All that may be said regarding the excellent showing of the debaters, both individually and in general, fades into insignificance in
comparison to the broad, jolly smile that illumined the face of the
Hon. President after the debate. At the very next meeting of the society this satisfaction crystallized into a sincere and brilliant eulogy
of the society's efforts during the past year, and in particular of the
ability displayed by its representative debaters.

Philopedian.-On April 30th, the Seniors entertained the House
by their side-splitting debate upon "Airy Nothing." The subject was
worded: "This is the Best Possible Cosmos." Messrs. Purdy, Vester and Cushing upheld the affirmative. Messrs. Kenkel, Dillon and
Stiene were on the opposition. After a preliminary declamation and
an exhaustive cosmological essay by Messrs. Dorger and Towell respectively, the House was on a verge of delirium; but its symptoms.
became alarming, particularly when the consummate stage actor,.
Charles Purdy, had the floor. After the debate a swift flank movement was noted south of the fourth corridor, precipitously to Sycamore and in diverse directions on that avenue. Later it was learned
that the House had been in frantic pursuit of a soothing antidote.
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The annual Philopedian picnic was a grand success. At Lake
Allyn the society spen~ one of the most enjoyable frolics in its history. The President and the members extend their grateful thanks to
the able committeemen in charge, for the splendid work which contributed so essentially to the success of the picnic.
Senior Banquet.-On Wednesday evening, May 19th, the Seniors
held their annual banquet at the Metropole Hotel. Mr. Charles Purdy, President of the class, was Toastmaster for the occasion. The
subsequent program followed Mr. Purdy's introductory remarks:
Prophecy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas Dillon.
Ourselves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry Kenkel.
A Pleasant Year .. .... .. .... .. .... .. ........ .... ... . Walter Vester.
"A. B." At Bat . . . .. ... .. ... . . . . . . .. . . .. Rev. John McCormick, S.J.
" Let Your Light Shine" .. . ....... ........ Rev. John Morrissey, S. J.

Mere words cannot convey an adequate picture of that festive
board nor is it possible for us to express the golden mutual fellowship
manifested on this memorable occasion. Undoubtedly it will continue to linger in sweet memories.
Senior Elocution Contest.-The Senior Elocution Contest took
place Wednesday evening, April 28th. The speakers were: Third
Year-Leo Egbring, Charles Weiler and William Meiners; Fourth
Year-Arthur Farrell, Earl Westerfield and Frank Mielech; Collegiate-Robert Kelley, Edward Unnewehr, Thomas Dillon, Lawrence
Steltenpohl and Alphonse von der Ahe.
The judges were: Rev. William Anthony, Mr. Richard Crane
and Mr. Joseph O'Meara. Gold medals for the best individual efforts
were awarded to William Meiners, Frank Mielech and Alphonse Von
der Ahe in the Third and Fourth Years and in the Collegiate Department respectively.
Acolythical Society.-Under adverse wea~her conditions the society spent its annual outing day at the picturesque and now famous
pleasure resort at Lake Allyn. Despite the unkind showers that frequently compelled them to abandon the rippling -cool lake for the bar·
ren shelter of the pavilions the swarthy acolytes expressed no regret;
in fact they pronounced it a success. However, we are led to believe
that their jubilant spirits were buoyed up by the fate of the Philopedians, who returned from their picnic, squirming and writhing un-
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der the influence of a pair of tender shoulders. The President and
Director, Mr. G. Kelly, S. J., desires to express his grateful appreciation to the acolytes for their loyal co-operation throughout the year
and in particular at the solemn celebration of the Feast of Corpus
Christi.

The Operetta.-Under the skillful and energetic guidance of Prof.
Schehl the Glee Club gave the first public rendition of the musical
comedy "Captain Van der Hum." To say that the evening's entertainment was a complete success would be but to express the unanimous verdict of the delighted audience. Persons of judgment pronounced themselves astonished at the wealth of vocal ability displayed
and the smoothness of the entire program-all of which redounds to
the deserved credit of the excellen~ Director and the aspiring tenors
and profundos.
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Captain Van der Hum .(alias Davy Jones, the Ancient
Mariner), a bold Pirate ... .. ... . .. . .. . . . .. Joseph Molengraft.
Dick Erne, Coxswain of the Captain's Gig .. .... William Kappelhoff.
Jim Spray,
John Doerger.
Tom Tupper,
,
.
Carl Lamott.
Bill Salt,
Crew of the Captains Gig .....
Edward Macke.
Jack Brace,
J
John McCabe.
Obadiah, a Landsman ............................... Henry Kenkel.

l

{

f

SAILORS.
Jam es Poland.
Charles Purdy.
Charles Towell.
Edward Unnewehr.
Walter Vester.

Alfred Conway.
Thomas Dillon.
Harry Feirock.
Karl Knoebber.
Joseph Kruetzman.
LANDSMEN.

Arthur Farrell.
Henry Kenkel.
Cletus Kunz.
Raymond McCoy.
John Meyer.
John Scanlon.
Joseph Sebastiani.
Thomas W oil.

Cyril Barlag.
Thomas Brady.
Urban Brichler.
Joseph Broering.
Joseph Cloud
John Cushing.
Francis Decker.
Joseph Emmett.
PIRATES.
Cyril Barlag.
Thomas Brady.

John Meyer.
Joseph Sebastiani.

Act !.-Near Shark's Landing-The Pirate's Haunt. Morning.
Act IL-Crossbones Isle-The Pirate's Lair. Evening.
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MUSICAL NUMBERS.
ACT I.
Overture .......................... . .. .. ... .. ........... Orchestra.
Chorus-"We are Landsmen" ............................ Landsmen.
Chorus-"Here We Are" .. .................................. Sailors.
Solo and Chorus-"The Crew of the Captain's Gig,"
Dick Erne, Crew, Sailors and Landsmen.
Chorus-"Who Ever Caught Jackie Fast Asleep?" . . Crew and Sailors.
Solo and Chorus-"A Song of the Pirate," Van der Hum and Pirates.
Solo, Quartette and Chorus-"The Pink on the Hawthorne,"
Jim Spray, Crew and Chorus.
Duett-"You Blarney Me" ...... .. .. .. Van der Hum and Dick Erne.
Chorus-"What's the Matter" ................ Sailors and Landsmen.
Finale-" At Half-past Two" ................. Principles and Chorus.
ACT II.
Chorus-"We Are Here to See the Fun" .... . .......... .. Landsmen.
Chorus-"Stepping Slowly" ... .. ...... Crew, Sailors and Landsmen.
Solo-"In Sunny Spain" ........... . .................. . .. Dick Erne.
Chorus-"Situation Harrowing" . ...... Crew, Sailors and Landsmen.
Solo, Duet and Chorus-"The Pirate is a Noble Soul,"
Dick, Van der Hum and Chorus.
Finale-"With a Delicacy Touching" ......... Principals and Chorus.

The University Extension Course which was conducted so successfully at Cedar Grove Academy, Price Hill, last summer, will be
re-opened on June 23. Members of many religious communities attended the course last year, and it is expected that there will be an
increase in the number this term. The course will consist of daily
lectures on Metaphysics by Rev. John McCormick, S. J., Church History by Rev. Mark Cain, S. J., and English Literature by Prof. Laurie
J. Blakely.
The seventy-fifth annual commencement exercises began with
Baccalaureate services held in St. Xavier Church, Sunday evening,
June 21, at 7 :30 o'clock. The Most Reverend Archbishop Henry
Moeller, D. D., was celebrant at the Pontifical Vespers. The Reverend William F. Robinson, S. J., of St. Louis University delivered the
Baccalaureate sermon.
On Monday morning at 8 :30 o'clock a Solemn High Mass was
celebrated, at which the Reverend Joseph P. Lynam, S. J., preached a
panegyric in honor of St. Aloysius.
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The award of prizes for the Academic Department took place in
Memorial Hall at 10 :00 o'clock. The Academy at Avondale had its
closing exercises Friday _afternoon at 2 :30 o'clock.
On Monday evening at 8 :00 o'clock Graduation Exercises were
held in Emery Auditorium, the Most Reverend Archbishop presiding.
Musical numbers were rendered by the College Orchestra and Glee
Club. The Class Poem was read by Mr. Henry F. Kenkel; Mr.
Charles H. Purdy delivered the Bachelor Address for the College of
Arts and Mr. John H. McCormack for the College of Commerce.
Mr. Thomas X. Dillon spoke the Valedictory. The Address to the
Graduates was made by the Hon. Denis F. Cash '87.

A WARD OF GOLD MEDALS.
Mr. Charles H. Purdy received the medal for the Best Oration,
the Catechetical Medal, the Verkamp Medal for the Public Debate
and the Senior Class Medal. Junior Class Medal, Joseph W. Brockman. Freshman Class Medal, Otto J. Herrmann. Scientific Medal,
Leo. Walter '16. Senior Elocution Medal, Alphonse R. Von der
Ahe '16.
OTTO J. HERRMANN '17.

COLLEGE OF COMMERCE, ACCOUNTS AND FINANCE,
AND COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM.
The close of the year was remarkable for the sustained interest
shown by the students in their studies and the final examinations.
The Social League was fortunate in securing for the April meetrng, Mr. Clement J. Barnhorn, who gave an illustrated lecture on
Japan. He had travelled extensively in that strange country and had
observed the beauties of nature and the customs of the people with
an artist's eye. A large number of students and their friends enjoyed
the charming views and the entertaining lecture.
The great event of the closing year was the Fourth Annual Banquet, May 20. The following account is taken from the Catholic
Telegraph: Brilliant addresses marked the annual banquet of the St.
Xavier College of Commerce, Accoun~s. Finance, Journalism and Advertising at the Business Men's Club on Thursday evening, May 20.
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The attendance was very large, and the addresses were listened to
with great interest by all. John H. McCormack, President of the Social League of the College, was toastmaster. Congressman Alfred G.
Allen delivered a very interesting and instructive address on "Our
Postal System," Mr. C. S. Clark of the . Western Newspaper Union
talked about "Newspaper and Advertising Service," and told many interesting facts about the news service of the day. Judge William A.
Geoghegan, the third speaker of the evening, took for his address
"Practical Acquaintance with the Forms of Modern Government."
He spoke as an able jurist and was listened to with attention. Extempore addresses were then in order. Very Rev. Francis Heiermann,
S. J., the President, spoke first, praising the efficient professors of the
night college for the grand success that had crowned his institution.
He was followed by Theodore Geisler, who advocated a more general
interest in the many advantages of the course, and by Ren Mulford,
Jr., who spoke on "Advertising." Ben. Nelson praised the work of the
college, and Joseph Verkamp, President of the Alumni Association,
told how pleased the alumni were with the work of the students. Edward G. Kennedy, one of last year's graduates, spoke of the benefits
he had realized from his course in the one short year since his graduation. Robert Dooin and Henry Gilligan polished off the program with
excellent musical selections.
Mr. Ren Mulford, Jr., who has done much to make the class of
Advertising popular, is at present attending the meeting of the
World's Advertisers, which is held in Chicago from June 20 to 24.
Mr. Mulford represents St. Xavier College at the College Advertisers'
Conference.
The graduates of the College will receive two kinds of degrees,
viz., Bachelor of Commercial Science with Accountancy as a major
study and Bachelor of Commercial Science in Journalism with the
latter subject as a major study.
The local Press has given considerable attention to the new plans
of buildings to be erected in Avondale prepared by Steinkamp & Bro.,
architects. Besides the papers mentioned in our last issue the following dailies and weeklies have given space to the college project:
The Commercial-Tribune, The Post, The Cincinnatian, The Christian
Year, The American Israelite, The Cincinnati Record.

r
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THE CLASS OF ADVERTISING.
(A clipping from the Commercial Tribune, June 13, 1915.)

"Advertising is an economical appeal to the buying public," was
the finding brought in by F. Joseph Volz in the "finals" at the close
of the thirty weeks' term at St. Xavier College of Journalism and
Advertising.
Mr. Volz was one of the eleven who were awarded certificates.
Other members of the class and some of their epigrammatic definitions were as follows :
Vincent Albers-" Advertising is the hammer in the bell of prosperity."
Laurie J. Blakely, Jr.-"If not consciously, nearly every one is
involuntarily influenced by advertising."
H. Von Handorf-"Headlines that are direct and right to the
point are best."
J. A. Albers-"\iVe get quality by buying advertised goods and
it is this quality we pay for-not the advertising."
Frederick W. Rotert-"Through advertising you get in touch
with people whom you could never reach in any other way."
.
L. A. McFarland-"Advertising causes a larger demand for commodities, giving more employment to the workingman."
Charles H. Dru:ffel emphasized the value of a good slogan as an
aid to memory. Cyril Roll, B. H. Kroger, Jr., and B. Zimmerman are
other members of the class who took active part in the discussions
during the term. The class under the instruction of Ren Mulford, Jr.,
Vice-President of the Blaine-Thompson Co., will resume in September.

EE, on the sunny, checkered grass,
The red-breast skipping merrily,
List to his chant, hear his notes swell.
Ah, sweet is the word he speaks to me.

S

Thou warbling note I Thy ringing cry
Finds echo in my weary heart;
My spirit thrills to thy sweet song;
Fly not away lest joy depart.
Edward H. Summe '17.
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BASEBALL.
The re~ord of the 1915 College Nine, while not a perfect one, is
very good. Six games were won and three lost. The brand of pitching displayed by the twirlers was greatly instrumental in the achievement of whatever success the team may be said to have attained.
Excluding the contest with the Chinese University, in which .he was
dented for fifteen bingles, Joe Sebastiani gave, on an average, four
hits per game. Howard Creed in the three games he hurled allowed
the same number of safeties. A remarkable pqint in the offensive
work of the team is the fact that in nine battles a total of fifty-two
bases were pilfered. Captain Frey led the thieves with fifteen steals;
Conway was second with eleven. Four members of the squad batted
better than .300. Steve Sebastiani and all his bulk headed the swatters' procession with a percentage of .387 ; Bill Stiene hit .364, Al.
Conway .353, and Gene Shiels .333. Some minor shifts were made
throughout the season, but for the whole campaign the line-up may
be put thus: pitchers, Joe Sebastiani and Creed; catcher, Wurzelbacher; first base, Steve Sebastiani; second base, Kelly; third base,
Conway; short-stop, Capt. Frey; left field, Stiene; center field, Shiels;.
right field, Butler; utility men, Unnewehr and Roelker. The efficiency
of Manager Thoman must not be overlooked.

Xavier 12-Dcntals 7.
St. Xavier opened the season at Avondale on April 15 with an
auspicious victory over the Ohio Dental College by a score of 12 to 7.
Bill Stiene led the hitters, amassing two singles and a double in five
trips to the plate. Creed pitched excellently until the eighth inning,
when he weakened and was replaced by Joe Sebastiani. Wurzelbacher performed well behind the bat.
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
Runs. Hits. Errors.
4
1
1
1
x
Xavier . . . . . . 2
2
1 0
12
11
3
0
0
2
4
0
Dentals . . . . . . 1 O 0 0
7
5
7
Two base hits-Glenn, Stevenson, Stiene. Home run-Lorenz. Stolen
bases-Frey, Wurzelbacher, Stiene, Butler, Conway 2. Struck out-by Creed
6, Sebastiani 3, Taylor 10. Bases on balls-by Creed 2, Taylor 1. UmpireGilligan.
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Xavier 21-Georgetown 4.
On April 17 the Xavierites swamped Georgetown (Ky.) College
at Avondale by the overwhelming count of 21 to 4. The men in Blue
and White assumed the lead in the first inning and were never in danger of being headed. Joe Sebastiani was unbeatable and had the Kentuckians "buffaloed." St. Xavier made eighteen hits. Al. Conway
~it safely four times in five chances and thieved three sacks. Wurzelbacher lined out three hits in as many bats. Art Frey pilfered three
bags. The Blue Grassites must have had an off-day. The results of
subsequent games in Kentucky College circles have made the Georgetown aggregation champions of the State.
1 2 3
4
5 6 7 8
9
Runs. Hits. Errors.
Xavier . . . . . . 3 2 4
7 O 0 2 3 x
21
18
2
Georgetown . . . 2 O 1 O O O O 1
O
4
6
6
Two base hits-Shiels, Stiene, S. Sebastiani. Home run-J os. Anderson.
:Stolen bases-Frey 3, Wurzelbacher, Shiels, Conway 3, Jno. Anderson. Struck
out-by Sebastiani 8, Hill 2, Wahl 2, Conn 3. Bases on balls-off Sebastiani 4,
Hill 1, Wah! 3. Umpire-Welch.

Xavier 0-Moore's Hill 1.
St. Xavier came away from Moore's Hill on April 22 with a defeat chalked up against them. A heavy rain just at game time put
the field in wretched condition, delayed hostilities an hour and necessitated the calling of the game in the seventh inning to allow the Cincinnatians to catch their train. In the fourth frame with two out
Clunie of Moore's Hill doubled. The next man hit a high one to left;
Bill Stiene fell in the rough going the instant he got under the sphere.
An easy catch went for two bases and thus was scored the only run
of the game. Mr. Hyatt, the Hoosier twirler, was in rar' form and
sparin' of hits. Sebastiani likewise hurled in classy style. The fielding of Stiene and Shiels was a feature. Stiene made the only two hits
off Hyatt.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Runs. Hits. Errors.
0
2
0
Xavier . . .
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Moore's Hill
0 O O 1 0 0 x
1
5
2
Two base hits-Clunie, Elwyn. Stolen base-Schaefer. Struck out-by
Sebastiani 4, Hyatt 14. Bases on balls-off Sebastiani 1.

Xavier 13-Burlington 4.
Chafing under the defeat unjustly allotted them at Moore's Hill,
Xavier "took it out" of the Burlington Aggies at Avondale April 24.
The score was 13 to 4. Creed was a riddle to the Kentucky boys,
fanning ten and holding them to two hits. Danny Butler clouted a
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long one for the circuit, while Conway, Shiels and Wurzelbacher each
pelted the leather for three cushions. Capt. Frey swiped six sacks
and Bob Kelly four. Wurzelbacher caught a good game.
1 2
Xavier . . . . . . 2 0
Burlington . . . . 0 0
Two base hit-Frey.
Home run-Butler. Struck
Creed 4, Kelly 8.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Runs. Hits. Errors.
5 1 3 1 1 O x
13
11
5
0 2 0 0 1 1
O
4
2
7
Three base hits-Wurzelbacher, Shiels, Conway.
out-by Creed 10, G. Kelly 6. Bases on balls-off

Xavier 14-Wilmington 1.
On May 1st, at Wilmington, 0., St. Xavier walloped the College
of that burg 14 to 1. With Joe Sebastiani manning the guns the foemen were completely routed. Not once did the gunner's trusty portside catapult falter. Wilmington made three hits and twelve of them
whiffed. Combining timely batting and fleet base running with the
wildness of the opposing twirlers, the Xavierites ran up a large score.
The hitting of Conway, Butler, S. Sebastiani and J. Sebastiani was a
feature.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Runs. Hits. Errors.
Xavier . . . . . . 5 4 O O O 3 1 1 O
14
13
5
Wilmington
O
O
O O
O O O
O 1
1
3
4
Two base hits-Conway, Butler, S. Sebastiani. Three base hit-J. Sebastiani. Stolen bases-Frey 2, Stiene, S. Sebastiani, Conway 2, Shiels, Butler,
Carr. Struck out-by Sebastiani 12, Haley 4, Tener 1. Bases on balls-off Sebastiani 4, Tener 4, Haley 4. Umpires-Barton and Hale.

Xavier I-Seminary 4.
St. Mary Seminary got in its annual win over St. Xavier at Ellenora on May 7, the score being 4 to 1. The game was snappy and interesting. O'Herron, who was responsible for three of the Seminarians' four runs, smote a double and a homer. The two slab-men
chucked most skillfully the efforts of Peter Schuck, an ex-Xavier boy,
having a slight edge on Sebastiani's out-put. Steve. Sebastiani made
two of Xavier's four hits and deprived O'Herron of another hit by a
wondrous catch. Shiels had a good day in the middle pasture. St.
Xavier has won but a single contest from the Seminarians in the past
eleven years.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Runs. Hits. Errors.
Xavier . . . .
O
O 0
1 O O 0 0 O
1
4
5
Seminary . . .
1 0 0 1 0 O 1 1 x
4
6
3
Two base hits-Wurzelbacher, O ' Herron. H o me run-O'Herron. Stolen
bases-Butler, O'Herron, Carroll. Struck out-by Sebastiani 12, Schuck 4.
Bases on balls-off Schuck 1, Sebastiani 1. Umpires-Vehr and Wagner.
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Xavier I-Chinese University 10.
The Chinese University of Honolulu drew the largest crowd of
the season at Avondale on May 13, and incidentally handed "our
boys" a cute little drubbing. At that it was anybody's game till the
seventh when the count stood 3 to 1. A few hits and poor fielding in
the eighth session netted the Chinamen five runs, and in the ninth
they tallied three more. The work of the Yellow men in all departments was remarkable. Let, the Chink's center fielder, robbed Butler of what looked to be a sure homer. Bill Stiene saved his fellows
from a shut-out by suavely propelling a fast one over the wall.
1 2
3 4
5
6
7 8
9
Runs. Hits. Errors.
Xavier . . . . . . O O O 1 O O O O O
1
3
4
Chinese . . . . . . O 1 O O O 2 O 5 3
10
15
1
Two base hits-Yin, Oyan. Home runs-Stiene, Lee. Stolen bases-Conway 2, Lai 2, Chin 2. Struck out-by Sebastiani 6, Bo 9. Bases on . balls-off
Sebastiani 4, Bo 5.

Xavier 6-Moore's Hill 1.
Moore's Hill came up to Cincinnati on the Ides of May and
Xavier was avenged. Hyatt held the Saints hitless for six innings.
But in the seventh session by a vigorous attack, spontaneous with the
multiplied noise of their rooters, the Sycamore street crew pushed
three runs across on a quartet of lovely wallops. In the eighth Xavier
bumped Hyatt for three more hits and tallied thrice. Creed had the
Hoosiers helpless in the pinches. Conway led the Ohioans with the
willow, getting two singles in four trials. St. Xavier stole eight bases,
Capt. Frey stealing three times. The score was 6 to 1.
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Runs. Hits. Errors.
Xavier . . . . . . O O O O O O 3 3 x
6
7
3
Moore's Hill . . . o 1 o o o o o o o
1
7
2
Stolen bases-Frey 3, Wurzelbacher 2, Stiene, Conway, Butler. Double
play-Conway, Kelly to Shiels. Sacrifice hits-Shiels 2. Bases on balls-off
Creed 3, Hyatt 4. Struck out-by Creed 12, Hyatt 8.

Xavier 4-Wilmington 0.
For a wind-up St. Xavier jolted Wilmington right merrily to the
tune of 4 to 0 at Avondale, May 31. Joe Sebastiani was at his best
and the up-Staters could accomplish nothing off his delivery. Haley
of the visitors also pitched a good game. Capt. Frey featured both
abat and afield. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Runs. Hits. Errors.
Xavier . . . . . . O O O 1 O O O 3 x
4
6
5
Wilmington . . . O O O O O O O O O
o
3
5
Stolen bases-Stiene, Shiels. Struck out-by Sebastiani 11, Haley 1.
Bases on balls-off Sebastiana 2, Haley 2. Umpire-Barton.

THOMAS A. GALLAGHER '17.
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XAVIER ACADEMY.
On May 19, before a large and enthusiastic crowd, the Junior
Literary Society held a very successful debate. The subject was one
of extreme interest as could readily be seen on every face in the audience. As stated, the question was "Resolved, that the Monroe Doctrine should be continued as a part of the permanent foreign policy
of the United States." The main issues were brought out clearly and
forcibly by both sides. The judges declared the affirmative the winner by a vote of two to one, and the medal for the best individual
debate was awarded to Earl Westerfield of the negatives, with Arthur
Farrell second and William Luttmer third. The judges were Rev.
Mark A. Cain, S. J., Mr. Joseph F. Rielag and Mr. Charles H. Purdy.
The affirmative was defended by Arthur Farrell and William Luttmer; the negative by Raymond Manley and Earl F. Westerfield. Herbert Wuest acted as chairman.

Gold medals for elocution were awarded to the following students
of the academic department: M. McDermot't in the first division;
Jerome Kiely in the second division; William Meiners in the third
division, and Frank R. Mielech in the fourth division. Other speakers were W. McCoy, A. Broering, D. Stutenbeck, F. Luckery, J. Burns;
G. Saffin in the first division; ·w. Gustin, A. Reisen berg, J. Monahan,
J. Delay in the second division; Leo Egbring and Chas. Weiler in the
third division, and Arthur Farrell and Earl F. Westerfield in fourth.
Every Thursday of late has seen one or more picnics. The Junior
Literary Society spent a very delightful day June 6th at the "Catholic
Boys' Camp." The Acolythical and Philopedian societies went to
Lake Allyn. Third Years also decided to have their outing at Lake
Allyn June 18th.
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The Students' Library received a number of excellent books.
will close its doors for the year on Wednesday, June 12th.

It

A "Thursday Morning League" was organized in the early part
of April. The different classes responded nobly to the call for representative teams. Class and society picnics greatly interfered with
their work and so, as a result, four games were played. In the Major
League, embracing Second and Third Years, Second Year B was
champion, winning four and losing one. In the Minor League, embracing First Years and a second team from Second Year B. First
Year B were champions with the same record, having won four and
lost one.

Indoor League.
Won.

Won. Lost.
Sophomore .. .
Fourth Year .. . ..
Third Year .. .. ..
Freshman .. .. ...

2

.818

3

.727

6

4

.600

4

6

.400

.... ..........

3

7

.300

c .... .. .. .. .. ..

1

9

.100

6

0

1000

3 A

4

4

.500

2 B

3

5

.375

2 A

2

6

.250

1 B
1A
1

.. ... ... ... .. . 9
........ .. .... 8

Lost.

.. .. ...... ....
. ....... .. .. ..

For CLASS PINS that are new
and UP-TO-DATE, get the
MILLER-MAKE.

THE

Miller Jewelry Co.
6th and Vine Sts.
Greenwood Bldg.

CINCINNATI

"A SQUARE DEAL"
for everybody is
the "Sp aiding
Po Ii c y."
We
guarantee e a c h
buyer of an arti·
cle bearirtg the
Spalding · Trade·
M a r k that such
article will give
satisfaction and a
reasonable amount
of service.
Send for our New Catalogue
A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

119 E. Fifth St., CINCINNATI, 0.
Opposite Post Office

K
-d SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
We develop, print and finish your films
and plates. Our Finishing Department
is the best in the city.
First-class work furnished only,
The house which not only carries the greatest stock
of goods, but also makes it an exclusive business.
We can supply any article at once.

SIMPKINSON &MILLER,

433.435 Elm

st.

French-Bauer Ice Cream
Celebrated for il3

Purity and Richness
You know the high class cream sold at the College Lunch Room
The d e I i c a t e shadings of the
Tiffanytone bring out your characteristic features - portray your
natural expression.
You'll find you can "take a good
photograph" in a Tiffanytone.

Young&Carl
MENTION

THE

ALL THE MEATS SERVED
AT THE LUNCH ROOM
ARE FROM

Bolte's Market
WHY?

ATHENAEUM

FURNITURE
the best in design, material
and workmanship, and

RUGS
the genuine Orientals and
finest weaves in Domestics
are sold at

REASONABLE PRICES

The Robert Mitchell Furniture Co.
616 to 622 RACE STREET, CINCINNATI, 0.

Publishers and
Importers of.•.

Church Goods

The Ratisbon edition of liturgical publications, the
standard the world over. Designs and estimates for
marble and wood Altars cheerfully furnished. See
our line of sacred vessels. Catalogues on request.
Our statuary after models by our own artists.
Religious articles for the laity as well as Catholic
publications always on hand.

Fr.

Pustet &

436 MAIN ST.
Cincinnati

H BARCLAY ST.
New York
PATRONIZE

Co.

OUR

ADVERTISERS

Jos. Gentile &Co. C. EBERLE &SONS
131-133 W. SIXTH ST.

Headquarters for Fancy Fruit and
Vegetables, and Importers
of Genuine Pure Best
Olive Oil in
the City
IMPORTERS OF WINES AND
GROCERIES

Pt'oduce
Commission
Met'chants
High Grade Butter and Eggs a
Specialty

206 WEST SIXTH STREET
205 & 224 GEORGE STREET
CINCINNATI

We Wholesale and Retail

FREE DELIVERY

Telephones: Canal 520 and 1121

TELEPHONE MAIN 1281

JAMES J. DOUD
Plumbing and
Gas Fitting
313 E. FOURTH STREET
ORTIZ BUILDING
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THE

The

Old Reliable
Clothing
House

W. H. ANDERSON
co.

LAW BOOK
DEALERS

624 MAIN ST., CINCINNATI
Opposite the Post Office

Stanley Bachmeyer

A. H. MOORMANN

Joseph Lutmer

The

Bachmeyer

Jtubtrtaktr

Press

"'

Printers

Engravers

Designers

FIFTH AND PARK STREETS
Paul R. Moorman '11

Embossers

•

120 EAST EIGHTH STREET
West 68

PATRONIZE

Telephone Main 450

OUR

ADVERTIS E RS

THE PERFECT

POTTER'S

HAIR TONIC
AND

Hurtless
Wonders

DRESSER
CONTAINS

76%

ALCOHOL

Invigorates the Scalp, Stimulates
the Roots and Color Glands and
is a Positive Cure for Dandruff
Prepared by

LOUIS HEISTER
Prescription Specialist

18-20-22-24 W. 5th St.

S. E. COR. SEVENTH AND ELM

CINCINNATI

CINCINNATI

FLOWERS
Wedding Bouquets
Floral Designs

G. H. Vonder Ahe

Ferd. Yonder Ahe

Established 1861

D. HOPPE &CO.

Mrs. H. <locket
35 Grand Avenue

General
Commission
Merchants
Butter, Eggs, Poultry, Calves,
Fruit, Etc.

PT. THOMAS, KY.

Sixth Street Flower Market

31 WALNUT STREET

BVBRY SATURDAY

CINCINNATI
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Samuel Hannaford Lowney's
&Sons
Chocolate
Bonbons
Architects and
Engineers

GOOD for GIFTS and
GOOD for GIRLS
The GIRLS like them
and the GIVER

HULBERT BLOCK
Sixth and Vine Streets

Telephone Canal 3490

Ed. A. McCarthy

-The Geo. Ast Candy Co.
AGENTS

THE

BURTON RANGE
co.

Carpenter
and Builder
Weather Stripping

~~CH£NBURT0H·•i£t
O(Jf.lrt~
~JING!.~

REAR 210 EAST EIGHTH ST.

HOID.S. CLUBS. RESTAURANTS AND INSTITUTION~

P'OA

CINCINNATI

Store Fixtures and Remodeling a
Specialty

~~~

317 Walnut Street
Telephone Canal 4463

PATRONIZE

19 - 25 East Baker

OUR

ADVERTISERS

RIELAG
Men's
Boys' and
Children's

SCULLY
Construction Co.
Mason
Contractors

Headgear

Brick Work, Cut Stone,
Cementing and
Plastering
805 COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE
BUILDING

Telephone Canal 659
1120 MAIN ST., CINCINNATI

Telephone Canal
3718

M. P. SCULLY
Supt.

JOS. 0.

COAL

STEINKAMP

Heat-Comfort-Satisfaction

& BRO.

Are the Essential Qualities
in Good Coal

Our Celebrated
YOUGHIOGHENY
Is Full of Heat, Contains Little Ash
and Holds Fire Over Night

Architects

Deliveries at your convenience
We solicit your patronage

The-Queen City Coal Co.
Private Branch Exchange: West 1810

J. A. REILLY
Treasurer and Manager
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J.W. Vester
JPrtscrlption
Sptdallst

Benziger's
Magazine
The Popular Catholic Family Monthly
Subscription, $!t00 per year
3 years, $4.00

~

Novels, Short Stories, Special
Articles, Numerous Departments,
1,000 Illustrations a Year, Current Events, etc. A Continuous
Message of Good Cheer.

Fresh Supply of Antifoxine
and Vaccine Virus
at all Hours

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Broadway
343 MAIN STREET
Telephone Canal 1566

CINCINNATI

JOHN ].

Houses Sold on Easy
Payments

GILLIGAN

Frederick A. Bien

Jlfuueral lir.ertnr
AND

DEALER IN

1.Emhalmer

Real Estate

'

Office and Mortuary Chapel:

315 EAST EIGHTH STREET
Harry

J. Gilligan

PATRONIZE

'12
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N. W. Cor. Court and Main Sts.
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